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To the Purchaser

This new corn head was carefully designed and

manufactured to give years of dependable service. To

keep it running efficiently, read the instructions in this

operator’s manual. Each section is clearly identified

so you can easily find the information you need

—

whether it is operation, adjustments, lubrication, or

service. Read the Table of Contents to learn where
each section is located.

A, This safety alert symbol identifies important

safety messages in this manual. When you see

this symbol, be alert to the possibility of personal inju-

ry and carefully read the message that follows.

“Right-hand” and “left-hand” sides are determined

by facing in the direction the corn head will travel

when in use.

Record your corn head serial number in the space

provided on page 50. Your dealer needs this informa-

tion to give you prompt, efficient service when you

order parts. If your corn head requires replacement

parts, go to your John Deere dealer where you can

obtain Genuine John Deere parts—accept no substi-

tutes.

The warranty on this corn head appears on your

copy of the purchase order which you should have

received from your dealer when you purchased the

corn head.
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CENTER GATHERER POINTS

N 20553

John Deere 444 Corn Head on 6600 Combine

N 20554

John Deere 643 Corn Head on 7700 Combine
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Operation

PROPER ASSEMBLY AND
INSTALLATION

Proper assembly and installation of the corn head

on the combine will insure long life and less service

problems for you. Improper assembly and installation

can cause inferior work and damage to corn head

and combine. After assembly and installation, check

over entire machine, being sure shields, sprockets,

chains, and all other parts are properly attached.

STARTING IN THE FIELD

Pick end rows first and then disk down end rows for

a smoother ride and ease of handling. Operate the

combine in a lower gear until you become familiar

with corn head. Pick rows of corn as they were plant-

ed so it will not be necessary to pick odd or guess

rows.

After picking several rounds, stop corn head and

shut off combine engine. Check all bearings for heat-

ing. Check to be sure all bolts are tight and chains are

adjusted to proper tension.

Adjust Machine Properly

Successful operation, quality of work, and length of

life of any machine depends greatly upon proper ad-

justments to meet specific field conditions.

After making several rounds, check adjustments

on corn head and combine to be sure you are getting

the best possible sample of corn in grain tank.

A few kernels lost behind the combine does not call

for numerous adjustments on the combine, see ‘‘Corn

Kernel Loss Chart” on next page.

Drive Carefully

Drive combine carefully so corn head will stay on

rows. In well standing corn, operate corn head so

front of gatherer points are just touching the ground.

This will eliminate the amount of trash taken into

combine and help to eliminate the possibility of gath-

erers picking up stones or other foreign objects that

can cause damage to corn head or combine.

Listen for slipping clutches or other unusual noises.

If unit begins to plug, do not slow down combine en-

gine. Keep engine at operating speed and decrease

ground speed with variable speed control or disen-

gage foot clutch until unit has cleared itself.

Operate At Proper Ground Speed

The corn head as well as the combine will do its

best job if you operate at a moderate ground speed.

Never force corn head or combine to the extent of

overload. To do so may result in breakdowns or trou-

ble. Start out in a lower gear and work up until you

find the proper ground speed in which to operate.

In well standing corn, forward movement of com-
bine should be approximately the same as rearward

movement of gatherer chain flights, so flights gently

assist in movement of stalks into stalk rolls.

If ground speed is too fast, gatherer chains push

stalks forward and knock ears off stalks. If ground

speed is too slow, gatherer chains jerk stalks back

into unit, possibly shearing off stalks or knocking off

ears of corn.

FIELD LOSSES

During normal harvesting conditions, most field

losses are created by a careless operator who ne-

glects to adjust his machine periodically. However, a

few kernels lost behind the combine does not call for

numerous adjustments. See corn kernel loss chart on

next page.

As the season progresses, field losses will increase

due to corn becoming drier and stalks rotting out.

Field losses can be reduced to a minimum by keeping

the corn head and combine in proper adjustment. A
few minutes spent each day checking the corn head

and combine for proper adjustments will repay you

great dividends in service and long life as well as

eliminating field losses.
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CORN KERNEL LOSS CHART

The following seed loss chart shows the large number of kernels that must be lost per square foot before a to-

tal of 1 bushel per acre is lost. It also points out that a few kernels lost behind the combine does not call for nu-

merous adjustments on the combine.

Corn

Head

Row
Spacing

Number
of

* Kernels Per Sq. Ft. For 1 Bushel Loss per Acre

Number (Inches) Rows 55 95 105 3300 4400 6600 7700

344 36 3 6.6 5 6.9 5.2 4.5

38 3 7 5.3 7.3 5.5 4.8

40 3 7.3 5.6 7.7 5.8 5

443 28 4 5.2 4.1 5.4 4.7

30 4 5.6 4.5 5.8 5

32 4 6.2 5.4

444 36 4 6.5 5.4 7 6 4.8

38 4 7 5.6 7.3 6.4 5.1

40 4 7.4 5.9 7.8 6.7 5.4

642 20 6 5.6 4.5 5.

643 28 6 7.8 6.1 7 5.6

30 6 8.3 6.7 7.5 6

644 36 6 8 7.3

38 6 8.4 7.7

645 40 6 8.9 8

842 20 8 5.9 5.4

843 28 8 8.1 7.5

30 8 8.9 8

* The figures are approximate and could vary with seed variety. Separator width of the combines used to deter-

mine chart was 30 inches for 55, 40 inches for 95, 50 inches for 105, 28.74 inches for 3300, 38.11 inches for

4400, 44.06 inches for 6600 and 54.92 inches for 7700. Kernels were gathered directly behind separator. No

spreading device such as straw spreader or straw chopper were used.
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GATHERERS

For most conditions operate front of gatherer

points just touching the ground.

In muddy conditions or in snow, adjust gatherer

points high enough to prevent points from scooping

material into throat opening, thereby clogging the

opening.

Adjust all gatherer points level with one another.

Adjusting Gatherer Points

All gatherer points are hinged to follow contour of

ground.

A CAUTION: Always lower cylinder safety stop

on combine before attempting to make any

adjustment on corn head when it is raised in position.

See page 26.

To adjust gatherer points for desired operating

height, insert chain link through point support and

secure with spring locking pin.

After all gatherer points are adjusted for desired

operating height, start with one of the outer gatherer

points and level all other points the same.

To level gatherer points, except the center gatherer

points on the 642 and 842 Corn Heads, adjust nuts

“A” and “B” on hook bolt. To raise gatherer point,

loosen nut “A” and tighten nut “B.” To lower gatherer

point, loosen nut “B” and tighten nut “A.”

IMPORTANT: Always tighten nuts to 55 ft-lbs

torque.

To adjust the center gatherer points on the 642 and

842 Corn Heads, remove bolt “C” and relocate in the

hole in strap “D” at the position desired.
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Center Shield, Center Shield

Extension and Ear Savers

Center shield extensions are designed to catch fall-

ing ears in well-standing corn. When picking in down

corn, remove extensions to prevent interference with

flow of material into gatherer throat opening.

The center shield is held in place by two latches.

The latches should be secured in position shown

while operating. To adjust latches, see page 27.

To tip the center shield forward as shown, first start

the combine engine and raise the corn head as high

as possible.

Release the center shield latches from their attach-

ing points and tip center shield forward.

A CAUTION: Never run the corn head with the

center shields removed or tipped up. Always

shut the combine engine off before dismounting com-

bine.

Ear savers are located above gatherer chains. Ear

savers prevent loose ears from sliding over the gath-

erer chains to the ground at the end of rows and other

times when stalks are not being fed through the corn

head.

In down corn or if stalks tend to plug up at the gath-

erer throat opening, remove ear savers. Keep the ear

savers and the hardware.

In standing corn, replace ear savers to prevent ear

loss.

When replacing ear savers, be sure the inside

edges are parallel to each other before tightening

lock screws.

Gatherer Chains

Gatherer chain tension is maintained by a spring-

loaded tightener. The spring is shielded by a spacer

tube that also serves as a stop to prevent the idler

sprocket from retracting too far.

An adjustment is provided to compensate for nor-

mal gatherer chain wear. This adjustment should only

be made when gatherer chains have worn. See page

27.
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Gatherer Chain Flights IMPORTANT: If bolts are replaced, use only spe-

cial twelve-point hex. bolts (part number N1 04293)
obtained from your John Deere dealer.

Timing Stalk Rolls

If the gear case is removed from the corn head for

service to the stalk roll shafts, the stalk rolls could be

re-installed incorrectly timed. The spring pin holes in

the ends of the stalk roll shafts should be timed 90
degrees apart to insure the stalk rolls are in time

when replaced on the stalk roll shafts. See page 26

for instructions and illustration of correctly timed

stalk roll shafts.

The gatherer chains are assembled at the factory

with the chain flights staggered between one another

as shown above.

If operating in unusual field conditions, the gather-

er chain flights can be positioned opposite one anoth-

er for more aggressiveness.

IMPORTANT: Be careful to avoid rocks and other

obstructions in the row when running gatherers close

to the ground.

STALK ROLLS

The stalk rolls pull the cornstalks down so the ears

will be snapped on the deck plates.

Each stalk roll is attached to the stalk roll shaft by

two special twelve-point hex. bolts and a 1 /2-inch

spring pin. Periodically check to be sure that the bolts

are tightened to 1 1 0 to 1 30 ft-lbs torque.

TRASH KNIVES

TRASH Hi

KNIVES*]

H 18942

The trash knives prevent weeds and trash from

wrapping around stalk rolls.

The knives should be set as close as possible to the

rolls without striking the flutes. To adjust, see page
29.

be careful

avoid accidents
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DECK PLATES AND GATHERER CHAIN GUIDES

INSIDE
GATHERER
CHAIN GUIDES

1- 1/2 INCHES

1-3/8 INCHES

STALK ROLLS OUTSIDE
DECK PLATE

OUTSIDE
DECK PLATE

The deck plates snap ears from the stalks afs the

stalks are pulled down by the stalk rolls.

The corn head is shipped from the factory with the

deck plates spaced 1-3/8 inches apart at the front

and 1-1/2 inches apart at the rear. This spacing

covers a wide range of field conditions. However, due

to different varieties of corn and varying field condi-

tions, the deck plates can be adjusted to meet your

particular conditions. The size of the ears, stalks, and

amount of trash taken in by the gatherers determines

the deck plate spacing.

NOTE: To minimize the amount of trash and stalks

taken into the combine, the deck plates should be

open as far as possible without causing shelling.

Gatherer chain guides support and align the gath-

erer chain.

Adjusting Deck Plates and Gatherer

Chain Guides

To adjust the deck plate spacing, tip the center

shields forward as explained on page 7. Next loosen

three bolts "A” on both deck plates. If the chain

guides require adjusting, loosen bolts “B.”

Position the deck plates so the gatherer chain

flights protrude over the edge of the deck plates

equally on both sides.

Adjust the gatherer chain guides in until they are

just touching the gatherer chains.

N 20355

Tighten bolts "A” and “B” on guides and deck

plates to 85 ft-lbs torque.

NOTE: Deck plates must be spaced 1/8 inch wider

apart at the rear than at the front. The center of space

between the deck plates should be located over the

center of space between the stalk rolls.

A handy gauge, for deck plate spacing, can be

made by one of the following methods.

FRONT REAR

N 20304 r*-1-3/8"-*i

Wood Gauge

1 -
1 / 2 "-

WELD
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ROW SPACING

CENTER GATHERER POINTS

N 203S6

The 344 and 444 Corn Heads can be adjusted to

pick corn planted on 36-, 38-, and 40-inch rows. The

443 Corn Head can be adjusted to pick corn planted

on 28-, 30-, and 32-inch rows. The 643 Corn Head
can be adjusted to pick corn planted on 28- and 30-

inch rows. The 644 Corn Head can be adjusted to

pick corn on 36- or 38-inch rows. The 843 Corn Head
can be adjusted to pick corn on 28- or 30-inch rows.

The 443 Corn Head illustrated above is set to pick

corn planted on 30-inch rows.

The 642 and 842 Corn Heads are set for 20-inch

rows only. The 645 Corn Head is set for 40-inch rows.

To change row spacing, the following steps must

be done.

1.

Start combine engine and raise corn head as

high as possible

A CAUTION: Lower cylinder safety stop on com-
bine to prevent corn head from lowering.

OUTER
GATHERER
SHEET
SUPPORT

2.

Remove center shield from corn head as shown
on page 7. Remove all bolts attaching halves of cen-

ter gatherer points, center shield extensions, and
center shields together. Assemble halves of center

shields, extensions, and gatherer points back togeth-

er for row spacing desired.

3.

Remove outer gatherer sheet support attaching

bolt on both outer gatherer sheet supports.

Illustrated on 95 Combine
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4. Remove bolts from row unit drive shields and

outer center shield latch brackets.

5. Only outside row units are moved when chang-

ing row spacing on the 344 Corn Head. On 443, 444,

643, 644, and 843 Corn Heads, all row units are

moved when changing row spacing. Loosen nuts on

row unit attaching bolts and move units to desired row

spacing. Tighten unit attaching bolts to 170 ft-lbs

torque.

6. Reinstall bolts in row unit drive shields and outer

center shield latch brackets.

Slip clutches act as safety devices to protect the

drives on the corn head. Each row unit drive and

cross auger drive have a slip clutch.

Should a clutch slip when the corn head is in oper-

ation, stop immediately, determine the cause, and

correct it. All slip clutches are properly adjusted at

the factory. The only time slip clutches will require

adjusting is when they are disassembled for service.

The length of the row unit slip clutch spring when cor-

rectly adjusted should be 2-13/16 inches. The cross

auger drive slip clutch is non-adjustable.

7. Reinstall outer gatherer sheet support attaching

bolts on both outer gatherer sheets.

8. Install center shields, extensions, and points

back on corn head. See page 27 and adjust center

shield latches.

IMPORTANT: Do not tighten nuts to the point

where the clutch will not slip. Make sure the two nuts

used to compress the spring are jammed together.

Tighten to 55 ft-lbs torque.
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STEERING WHEEL WEIGHTS AND FLUID

Steering wheel weights are required to help stabi-

lize the combine by equalizing weight distribution

when attaching the corn head to the combine.

Steering wheel weights are required when using

the 344 Corn Head on 55 Combine, 443 and 444 Corn

Heads on 95 Combine, and 643 Corn Head on 105

Combine. Refer to the following charts for correct

weights required on the 4400, 6600, and 7700 Com-
bines.

Wheel weights maintain better stability when the

specified corn heads are used on the combines listed.

Wheel weights add a total of 300 pounds to the rear

steering wheels of the combine.

Calcium chloride solution can be added to the

steering wheel tires for more weight. See your John

Deere dealer for weight requirements and service

when adding calcium chloride solution to steering

wheel tires.

Use the weight code with the description below to

determine weight requirements for your particular

need.

Code Description

1 Inside wheel weights only.

2 Inside wheel weights and outside wheel

weights.

3 Inside wheel weights, outside wheel

weights, and auxiliary wheel weights.

3T Bundle of 3 T-Weights.

4T Bundle of 4 T-Weights.

6T Bundle of 6 T-Weights

9T Bundle of 9 T-Weights.

4400 COMBINE - LONG FEEDER HOUSE

Weight

Without Calcium Chloride

(For any tire)

With Calcium Chloride

In Tires

With Calcium Chloride

In Tires

Corn 7.50-16 Tire 11.00L-16 Tire

Head 7.50-18 Tire 7.50 -20 Tire

Weight Code Weight Code Weight Code

344 2 2* * 1

443 3 2 2

444 3 3* * * 2

* * Outside weights not required if straw spreader is used.

* * * Auxiliary weight not required if straw spreader is used.
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4400 COMBINE - REGULAR FEEDER HOUSE

Weight

Without Calcium Chloride

(For any tire)

With Calcium Chloride

In Tires

With Calcium Chloride

In Tires

Corn 7.50-1 6 Tire 1 1.00L-16 Tire

Head 7.50-18 Tire 7.50 -20 Tire

Weight Code Weight Code Weight Code

344 2* * 1* 1*

443 2 2* * 2* *

444 2 2 2* *

* Not required if straw spreader is used.

* * Outside weights not required if straw spreader is used.

6600 COMBINE

Weight

Without Calcium Chloride

(For any tire)

With Calcium Chloride

In Tires

With Calcium Chloride

In Tires

Corn

Head

7.50-

16 Tire

7.50-

20 Tire

1 1 .00L-16 Tire

Weight Code Weight Code Weight Code

344 2* 1* * None

443 3* 2 2*

444 3 2 2

643 Not Recommended 3 + 6T 3 + 6T

* Outside wiehgt not required if straw spreader is used.

* * Not required if straw spreader is used.

7700 COMBINE

Weight

Corn

Head

Without Calcium Chloride With Calcium Chloride

In Tires

With Calcium Chloride

In Tires

11.00L-16Tire 9.00-24 Tire 1 1 .00L-16 Tire 9.00-24 Tire

Weight Code Weight Code Weight Code Weight Code

643 3 2 2 1

644 3 + 4T 3 3 3*

843 Not Recommended Not Recommended 3 + 9T 3 + 9T* *

* Outside weight not required if straw spreader is used.

* * Reduce to 4-T-Weights if straw spreader is used.
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ADJUSTING CROSS AUGER

N 20348

Both sides of the corn head main frame and cross

auger bearing carriers are slotted for adjusting the

cross auger. The cross auger should be adjusted up

and down and fore and aft for proper clearance with

bottom of feed bed.

On 4-, 6-, or 8-row corn heads keep the cross au-

ger adjusted down and to the rear as far as possible

in normal dry conditions. In damp, sticky or heavy

trash conditions, adjust the auger up and forward to

move material away from the row unit. Always main-

tain 1 /4-inch clearance between the cross auger and

the auger stripper.

ROW UNIT DRIVE SPROCKETS

IMPORTANT: The row unit drive sprockets must be

in their correct location to obtain the correct row unit

drive speed.

Sprockets for 55, 95, and
105 Combines

Shield Removed for Illustrative Purposes

For 55, 95, and 105 Combines, the 30-tooth
sprocket must be installed on the transverse drive

shaft and the 24-tooth sprocket must be installed on
row unit drive shaft as shown. Count the number of

teeth in the sprockets and make sure they are in their

correct location. To change sprockets, loosen tight-

ener sprocket and disconnect corn head drive chain.

If a different row unit drive speed is desired, see

page 16.

Sprockets for 3300, 4400, 6600,
and 7700 Combines

N 20SS8

Shield Removed for Illustrative Purposes

For 3300, 4400, 6600, and 7700 Combines, the 24-

tooth sprocket must be installed on the transverse

drive shaft and the 30-tooth sprocket must be in-

stalled on row unit drive shaft as shown above. Count
the number of teeth in the sprockets and make sure
they are in their correct location. To change sprock-
ets, loosen tightener sprocket and disconnect corn
head drive chain.

If a different row unit drive speed is desired, see
page 16.
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WHEEL SHIELDS ON 344, 642, AND
842 CORN HEADS

The wheel shields keep down and leaning corn

stalks out of the path of combine drive wheels. Adjust

the shields as close to the combine drive wheels as

possible, leaving enough clearance to let stalks and

dirt pass between the shields and wheels.

Adjusting Wheel Shields

, SHIELD
i SUPPORT
I RODSM CLAMP

WHEEL
SHIELD

To adjust wheel shields, loosen the clamp bolt on

the shield support rods. Adjust the rods until the

shield is positioned properly. Tighten the clamp bolt

securely to hold the shield support rods in place.

CORN HEAD DRIVE

The corn head drive can be engaged or disengaged

by the cutting platform electromagnetic throw-out

clutch switch on the 55 Combine, Serial No. 78001

and up; 95 Combine, Serial No. 29001 and up; and

the 105 Combine, Serial No. 7001 and up. The drive

on the 55 Combine, below Serial No. 78001 and the

105 Combine, below Serial No. 7001 cannot be disen-

gaged.

On the 3300, 4400, 6600, or 7700 Combine, use

the separator control lever or the electromagnetic

clutch switch, to engage or disengage the corn head

drive.

CORN HEAD DRIVE SPEEDS

The corn head drive speed can be changed by one

of the three sprockets located on the left-hand side of

the feeder house lower shaft.

On the 3300 and 4400 Combines only, two of these

sprockets are installed on the feeder house power

shaft. The third sprocket is shipped with the feeder

house but not installed. See page 32 of this manual

for complete instructions for changing sprockets.

When changing from one sprocket to another, al-

ways align driven sprocket with drive sprocket and

readjust tightener. It may be necessary to remove or

add chain links.

55, 95, and 105 Combines with

Intermediate Feeder House

TIGHTENER
SPROCKET

DRIVE ;

sprocket!.

FEEDER HOUSE
LOWER SHAFT

H 20061

IMPORTANT: On the 55, 95, and 105 Combines,

the feeder house lower shaft speed is determined by

the combine beater speed. The 55, 95, and 105 Com-
bine beater speed should be 680 rpm to obtain the

lower shaft speed shown in the following charts.

Check the combine beater speed first before chang-

ing the feeder house lower shaft speed.
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The charts below give the approximate combine

ground travel speed that should be used in relation-

ship to the number of teeth in the sprocket used.

NOTE: The approximate combine travel speed

given in the charts is only a guide to use and is based

on average conditions. Your particular field condition

will determine which sprocket should be used.

The chart below gives the approximate combine

ground travel speed that should be used in relation-

ship to the number of teeth in the sprocket used.

NOTE: The approximate combine travel speed

given in the charts is only a guide to use and is based

on average conditions. Your particular field condition

will determine which sprocket should be used.

Sprocket

24-Tooth

29-Tooth

38-Tooth

55 COMBINE

Lower Shaft

Speed

470 rpm

388 rpm

296 rpm

Approximate

Combine

Travel Speed

3-3/4 mph
3 mph

2-1/4/nph

Sprocket

* 24-Tooth

29-Tooth

38-Tooth

3300 COMBINE

Lower Shaft

Speed

724 rpm

599 rpm

457 rpm

Approximate

Combine

Travel Speed

3 mph
2-1/2 mph

2 mph

95 AND 105 COMBINES

Lower Shaft

Approximate

Combine

Sprocket Speed Travel Speed

18-Tooth 470 rpm 3-3/4 mph
22-Tooth 386 rpm 3 mph
29-Tooth 292 rpm 2-1/4 mph

3300 and 4400 Combines with Fixed-

Chain-Drive Feeder House

IMPORTANT: On the 3300 and 4400 Combines, the

feeder house lower shaft speed, as shown in the fol-

lowing chart, is determined by the primary counter-

shaft speed which should be 1500 rpm. Check the

primary countershaft speed, as shown on the follow-

ing page, before changing the feeder house lower

shaft speed.

* On the 3300 Combine Feeder House , the 24-tooth

sprocket is attached but not installed.

4400 COMBINE

Sprocket

* 18-Tooth

22-Tooth

29-Tooth

Lower Shaft

Speed

755 rpm

618 rpm

469 rpm

Approximate

Combine

Travel Speed

3 mph
2-1/2 mph

2 mph

* On the 4400 Combine Feeder House, the 18-tooth

sprocket is attached but not installed.

4400, 6600, and 7700 Combines with

Variable-Belt-Drive Feeder House

HYDRAULIC LIFT REEL CONTROL
LEVER OR VARIABLE SPEED FEEDER
HOUSE CONTROL LEVER

The feeder house lower shaft speed can be

changed from 394 rpm to 867 rpm by moving the vari-

able speed feeder house control on the combine op-

erator’s platform.

Refer to your combine operator’s manual for com-
plete instructions on operating the variable-belt-drive

feeder house.
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COMBINE CYLINDER SPEEDS

The combine cylinder speed is an important factor

in harvesting corn. Different conditions will determine

the best cylinder speed to be used.

The recommended cylinder speed for most corn

harvesting conditions is approximately 483 rpm.

The main factor in determining what cylinder speed

to use is the moisture content of the corn. There is no

advantage in operating the cylinder any faster than

necessary. For extremely dry corn, operate the cylin-

der as slow as possible and still do a completely satis-

factory job. When combining wet corn, better results

will be obtained by operating the cylinder at a faster

speed of approximately 600 rpm.

Low moisture corn will have less tendency to crack

when a slower cylinder speed is used. A fast cylinder

speed will do a better job of stripping high moisture

corn off the cob than a slow cylinder speed.

IMPORTANT: Always operate the combine at full

throttle. Never try to change cylinder speed by adjust-

ing the throttle. See your combine operator’s manual

for adjusting cylinder speed.

55, 95, and 105 Combines

The following chart lists beater and cylinder

sprockets required to obtain a desired cylinder speed.

CYLINDER SPEED CHART

Cylinder

Rpm

Beater

Sprocket

Teeth

Cylinder

Sprocket

Teeth

No. of Chain

Links Used

604 24 27 74

600 28 32 79

593 42 48 93

583 30 35 81

583 24 28 75

574 27 32 79

566 35 42 87

544 28 35 80

544 24 30 76

540 30 38 82

525 27 35 80

510 24 32 77

500 28 38 81

495 35 48 90

486 30 42 85

484 42 59 99

483 27 38 81

466 24 35 78

453 28 42 84

437 27 42 83

429 24 38 79

425 30 48 88

403 35 59 96

400 28 48 87

388 24 42 82

382 27 48 86

346 30 59 94

340 24 48 85

323 28 59 93

311 27 59 92

277 24 59 91

3300, 4400, 6600, and 7700 Combines

To obtain the desired speed on these combines,

move the cylinder speed control ratchet located on

the console.

A special drive sheave may be obtained from your

John Deere dealer that provides a slower cylinder

speed of 31 1 to 942 rpm on the 3300 and 4400 Com-

bines and 280 to 845 rpm on the 6600 and 7700 Com-

bines.

55, 95, AND 105 COMBINE
BEATER SPEED

Always maintain 680 rpm beater speed on the 55,

95, and 105 Combines. The beater speed determines

the basic separator speed. All drives, except ground

travel, depend upon beater speed; therefore, it is vital

that the beater operates at correct speed.

Check the speed of the beater behind the cylinder

with a speed indicator. Beater should operate at cor-

rect speed with separator empty and not under load.

See combine operator’s manual.

3300, 4400, 6600, AND 7700 COMBINE
PRIMARY COUNTERSHAFT

Illustrated on 7700 Combine

The primary countershaft on 3300, 4400, 6600, and

7700 Combines should operate at 1500 rpm when the

combine engine is operating at full throttle, no load.

The basic cylinder and cleaning fan speeds are

determined by the primary countershaft speed.

IMPORTANT: On 3300, 4400, 6600, and 7700

Combines, check the primary countershaft speed

before going to the field and be sure that it is operat-

ing at 1500 rpm. If the speed is not correct, refer to

your combine operator’s manual for instructions on

correcting it.
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SUGGESTED COMBINE SETTINGS FOR COMBINING CORN

The suggested settings in the charts below are for average conditions. Different field conditions as well as dif-

ferent varieties of corn could warrant a different setting than given in the charts below. See your combine opera-
tor’s manual for making these adjustments. IMPORTANT: Concave clearance should be set as wide as possible

and still get kernels from cobs. Too close a clearance may tend to break up cobs.

55, 95, AND 105 COMBINES

Cylinder

Rasp-Bar

Cylinder to

Concave

Clearance

Seting Setting

of of

Adjustable Regular

Setting of Setting of

Wide- Deep-Tooth

Space Wide-Space

Variable

Cleaning

Fan

Crop

rpm

Range* Front Rear

Cleaning

Sieve

Adjustable

Chaffer

Adjustable

Chaffer

Adjustable

Chaffer rpm
Reference

Number

Corn-Field

Shelled

382 to

574

1-1/4"

or Max. 5/8" 1/2" 1/2"-5/8" 1/2"-3/4" 1/4"-1/2"

800 to

1000 6-1/2-9

Corn Cob Mix

Cracked Kernel

765 to

952 3/8" 1/4"

Remove
Sieve 3/4" 1/2"-3/4" 3/8"-1/2"

810 to

1000 6-1 /2-9

Corn Cob Mix

Whole Kernel

466 to

793 3/8" 1/4"

Remove
Sieve 3/4" 1/2"-3/4" 3/8"-1/2"

810 to

1000 6-1/2-9

* See page 1 7 for various sprocket combinations

3300 AND 4400 COMBINES

Crop

Cylinder Cylinder to

Speed Concave Spacing

rpm Sector Number

Setting

of

Adjustable

Cleaning

Sieve

Setting

of

Regular

Adjustable

Chaffer

Setting of

Wide-Space

Adjustable

Chaffer

Setting of

Deep-Tooth

Wide-Space

Adjustable

Chaffer

Cleaning

Fan

Speed

rpm

Corn-Field

Shelled 400-700 14-18 1/2"-5/8" 7/16"-5/8" -vi

—

i CJl 00 1/4"-1/2" 950-1100

Corn Cob Mix Remove
Cracked Kernel 800-1000 6 Sieve 3/4" 5/8"-3/4" 3/8"-1/2" 950-1100

Corn Cob Mix Remove
Whole Kernel 500-900 6 Sieve 3/4" 5/8"-3/4" 3/8"-1/2" 950-1100

6600 AND 7700 COMBINES

Crop

Cylinder

Speed

rpm

Cylinder to

Concave Spacing

Sector Number

Setting of

Adjustable

Cleaning

Sieve

Setting of

Regular

Adjustable

Chaffer

Setting of

Wide-Space

Adjustable

Chaffer

Setting of

Deep-Tooth

Wide-Space

Adjustable

Chaffer

Cleaning

Fan

Speed

rpm

Corn-Field

Shelled 400-700 14-18 ro i cn 00 7/16"-5/8" —

.

CT>
dn 00 1/4"-1/2" 800-950

Corn Cob Mix Remove
Cracked Kernel 800-1000 6 Sieve 3/4" 5/8"-3/4" 3/8"-1/2" 800-950

Corn Cob Mix Remove
Whole Kernel 500-900 6 Sieve 3/4" 5/8"-3/4" 3/8"-1/2" 800-950
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Adjustable Sieve and

Chaffer Setting

When setting the adjustable sieve and chaffer,

measure the perpendicular distance between the

louvers and adjust to the dimension given in the chart

at left.

COMBINE ENGINE

The speeds of all of the separator units can be

greately affected by the condition of the combine en-

gine.

If an unusual amount of plugging is experienced,

the cause could very well be that the combine engine

is not operating properly.

A poorly tuned combine engine can cause varia-

tions in the speed of the cylinder as well as the rest of

the separator. Check the combine engine before

going to the field to be sure it is properly tuned.

COMBINE FAN SPEED

The combine fan speed is very important and

should be observed closely when harvesting corn of

varying moisture content.

For most conditions, run the fan at maximum rec-

ommended speed. Refer to the recommended set-

tings chart on previous page.

If the fan is not running at the correct speed, you

will observe more broken pieces of cob and foreign

material in the grain tank. If moisture content of corn

is high, the fan speed should be run at maximum

recommended speed. If moisture content of corn is

low, the fan speed should be decreased enough until

corn is not being blown over the chaffer and out the

rear of the combine.

COMBINE DRIVE BELTS

When combining corn, it is essential that all com-

bine drive belts be adjusted to proper tension as rec-

ommended in the combine operator's manual.

If combine drive belts are not adjusted for proper

tension, slipping will occur. This slippage will create

varying speeds of the separating units on the com-

bine. Check the tension of drive belts each day after

operating in the field approximately one hour. Keep-

ing the belts tightened to their proper tension will in-

crease the life of the belts as well as eliminate many

problems which might otherwise occur.

CORN-COB MIX

Whole-Kernel Corn-Cob Mix

The corn-cob mix attachment affords two methods

of corn-cob mix harvesting. The corn may be harvest-

ed as whole-kernel corn mixed with broken pieces of

corn-cob, or it may be harvested as cracked-kernel

corn mixed with smaller pieces of corn-cob. See your

John Deere dealer for additional information.

Cracked-Kernel Corn-Cob Mix
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Safety Suggestions
Study these suggestions carefully and insist

that they be followed by those working with you

and for you.

The safety of the operator was one of the prime

considerations in the minds of John Deere engineers

when these corn heads were designed.

All machinery should be operated only by responsi-

ble persons who have been delegated to do so.

Only the operator should be allowed on the opera-

tor’s platform when the combine is in operation.

Never clean, lubricate, or adjust the corn head or

combine while either is running or in motion. Keep
hands and clothing away from all moving parts.

Clothing worn by operator should be fairly tight and

belted. Loose jackets, shirts, or sleeves should never

be worn because of the danger of getting into moving

parts.

Make certain everyone is clear of the combine be-

fore starting the tractor or combine engine so no one
can be struck by moving parts.

Be sure shields and guards are in place and in

good condition before starting in field.

Never use a cornstalk or stick to clean the stalk

rolls of an obstruction while the corn head is running.

If, for any reason, the corn head should become
clogged, stop the combine engine and remove the

obstruction from the corn head.

When transporting the corn head and combine on a
road or highway at night or during the day, use acces-
sory lights and devices for adequate warning to oper-

ators of other vehicles. In this regard, check local

governmental regulations. Various safety lights and
devices are available from your John Deere dealer.

Red reflective tape is attached to the rear of the

Outer gatherer sheets. Amber reflective tape is at-

tached to the front of the left-hand main frame tube.

When transporting the combine and corn head on a

road or highway, make sure reflective tapes are clean

and in place.

Provide a first aid kit for use in case of accident.

Use proper antiseptics on scratches and cuts without

delay, to prevent the possibility of infection.

When the corn head is raised, never crawl under

the corn head until you have lowered the combine

hydraulic cylinder safety stop. The cylinder safety

stop prevents the corn head from lowering. To lower

safety stop, first extend hydraulic cylinders. Discon-

nect support chain from safety stop and position safe-

ty stop on piston rod. After completing the work on

the corn head, attach safety stop to support chain for

storage.



Lubrication
*

GEAR CASES

The 344 Corn Head is equipped with three row-unit

gear cases. The 443 and 444 Corn Heads are

equipped with four row-unit gear cases. The 643 and

644 Corn Heads are equipped with six row-unit gear

cases. The 843 Corn Head is equipped with eight row-

unit gear cases.

During the first few days of operation and every

100 hours of operation thereafter, inspect row-unit

gear cases and check to be sure they are adequately

filled with lubricant. Lubricant should be approximate-

ly 1-1/2 inches from inspection plug.

IMPORTANT: If lubricant needs to be added, use

John Deere gear case lubricant or its equivalent (type^ “0” (Zero) extreme pressure) and fill through grease

fittings. This special high-pressure lubricant is availa-

ble in a 14-1 /2-ounce tube, AN1 02562, or a 35-pound

pail AH80490.

Loosen the inspection plugs on top of the gear case

while the gear cases are being lubricated to prevent

blowing of grease seals.

SYMBOL

^ Check and lubricate if necessary, every 100

hours of operation with John Deere gear case

lubricant or its equivalent.

Before removing inspection plugs, clean area

around plugs and blow dust from under frame to

prevent dust from getting into gear cases.

CHAINS

Lubricate all roller drive chains and gatherer chains

daily with SAE 30 oil or John Deere chain lube.

NOTE: Genuine John Deere Chain Lube in an aero-

sol can (part number PT508) may be obtained from

your John Deere dealer. This is an ideal lubricant for

roller drive chains.

Chain should be lubricated while it is still warm
from running in order to increase the penetration

between the pin and the bushing. It is also advisable

to run the chain for a short time after lubricating to

assist distribution and penetration.

CAUTION: Do not lubricate your corn head

while it is in motion.



Trouble Shooting
The majority of combine-with-corn head operating

problems can be traced to improper adjustment.

When you are trying to solve a problem, make sure

of the source. It may be in some place other than

where the problem exists. The combine cylinder

speed can be greatly affected by condition of com-
bine engine. A poorly tuned combine engine can
cause variations in speed of primary countershaft.

In some instances, special equipment is available

to meet various ground and crop conditions; however,
when difficulties are encountered, every effort should

be made to overcome the difficulty before purchasing

any special equipment. If the combine or corn head is

not adjusted properly, special equipment will not

eliminate the difficulty. Periodic adjustment checking
can eliminate many future problems.

Problem

LOSS OF EAR
CORN IN THE
FIELD

%

Cause Remedy Page

Gatherer points set too high.

Ground speed too fast or too slow.

Not picking planter rows.

Row units not centered on rows.

Adjust gatherer points so they just touch

the ground. When picking low hanging

ears, raise front tip of gatherer

points and run corn head with the

skids close to the ground. 6

Operate at a speed to meet field and
ground conditions. Excessive ground

speed can cause ears to fall off the

stalks ahead of the gatherer chains.

Too slow ground speed can cause the

ears to slide forward out of the unit.

Operate at a speed where the gatherer

chains merely help guide the stalks

into the rolls —

Pick rows as they were planted. It will

be easier to follow the rows and
eliminate loss of ears. —

Adjust corn head row spacing to equal

row spacing of corn in field being

harvested. 10

Ears sliding out over gatherer chains. Use ear savers and center shield

extensions.

Gatherer chain speed too fast or too

slow.

Obtain the correct gatherer chain speed
by changing the feeder house

powershaft drive sprocket. 1

5

T

EAR SHELLING
AT STALK ROLLS

Deck plates not adjusted properly. Adjust deck plates. 9
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Problem

EARS NOT
SHELLED
COMPLETELY

EXCESSIVE
DAMAGE TO
SHELLED CORN-
CRACKED CORN

Cause

Moisture content of corn too high.

Cylinder speed too slow.

Rasp bars bent.

Concave bent.

Concave not level.

Too wide a space between cylinder

and concave.

Ears going between rasp bars of

cylinder without being shelled.

Cobs being split without the corn

being shelled from them. (Corn

is attached to half or smaller

section of cob.)

Ground speed too fast.

Space between concave rods too great.

Concave too close to cylinder bars.

Cylinder speed too fast.

Moisture content of corn too high.

Concave not level.

Remedy

Wait for moisture content of corn to

drop. Corn Kernels tend to cling to

the cobs when the moisture content is

above 30 percent. Best shelling is

obtained and crackage is at a minimum

when the moisture content is under

27 percent.

Choose the next fastest cylinder speed

and check combine primary countershaft

speed or combine beater speed. Also,

check separator drive belt tension to

make sure it is not slipping. See

combine operator’s manual.

Adjust concave spacing equally on both

sides of combine.

Close cylinder-to-concave spacing to in-

crease shelling action.

Install cylinder filler plates.

Open cylinder-to-concave spacing just

enough to get proper shelling action.

Reduce ground speed.

55, 95, and 105 Combines Only— Install

all rods in concave if some are missing.

Increase cylinder-to-concave spacing.

Slow down cylinder speed. Also check

combine beater speed or combine

primary countershaft speed as

shown in combine operator’s manual.

Wait until moisture content of corn

drops. Corn above 30 percent moisture

has a tendency to crack and is easily

crushed. It is best to wait until

moisture content is under 27 percent.

Level concave.

Straighten or replace rasp bars.

Replace if necessary.

Damaged rasp bars or concave. Replace as necessary.

Page

36,41
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Problem Cause Remedy

EXCESSIVE Dented auger housings. Straighten or replace as necessary.

DAMAGE TO
SHELLED CORN- Excessive tailings. Reduce ground speed.

CRACKED CORN—
Continued Open or clean the sieve and increase the

SHELLED CORN Corn carrying over straw walkers.

fan speed.

55, 95, and 105 Combines Only—Raise the

front of the sieve on the combine.

Install sidehill attachment if

combining on side hills or rolling

—

type terrain.

55, 95, and 105 Combines Only— Install

COMING OUT second curtain in front of present

REAR OF curtain.

COMBINE

Corn carrying over chaffer.

Extend pans at rear of straw walkers,

if straw walkers are so equipped.

Clean out straw walkers if they are

plugged with cobs.

Reduce ground speed.

Use 1-5/8-inch deep-tooth wide-spaced

adjustable chaffer.

Adjust the chaffer if too far closed or

too far open and plugged with pieces

of cob. Refer to combine operator’s

manual.

Clean sieve completely if sieve is

closed or clogged with cobs.

Increase the speed of cleaning fan if

volume of air does not appear to be

adequate. Check fan belt tension.

Lower front of sieve on combine to

allow more air to the chaffer.

Too much material in combine. Check
corn head for excessive stalk breakage
which could be due to rolls not being

properly timed or deck plates closed

too much.

55, 95, and 105 Combines Only—Make sure

all the rods are in the concave.

Operating on sidehills. 55, 95, and 105 Combines Only— Install

sidehill equipment in combine.
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Problem Cause Remedy Page

EARS SLIDING

OUT THROUGH
THE THROAT

Ear savers not properly adjusted.

Ear savers worn out.

Adjust ear savers.

Replace ear savers.

7

7

PULLING UP
CORNSTALKS

Deck plates set too close together. Spread deck plates, a little at a time,

until stalks feed through rolls more

freely. 9

Traveling too fast for gatherer

chain speed.

Slow down to meet crop conditions or

increase row unit drive speed. 16

Gatherer chain flights digging into

cornstalk roots.

Lower gatherer points. 6

Corn extremely dry or down. Remove center shield extensions and ear

savers. 7

PLUGGING Stalks breaking in stalk rolls or

deck plates.

Adjust the opening of deck plates. Check

the stalk roll timing so stalk roll

flutes do not break stalks. Also make

sure deck plates are set equidistant. 9,26

Trash winds around stalk rolls. Set trash knives closer to stalk rolls. 29

Loose gatherer chains. Check gatherer chain mechanism. 27

Not picking planter rows. Pick rows as they were planted. It will

be easier to follow the rows,

reduce plugging, and eliminate loss of

ears.

Material catching on sheet metal. Check for broken or bent sheet metal

that may prevent flow of material. —

Group speed too fast, causing too

much material to go into corn head

too fast.

Slow down. Operate at a speed to meet

the yield and ground conditions.

Faster speeds will cause plugging. —

Material not flowing through cross

auger.

Check for obstructions in cross auger

housing and for roughness on auger. —

Corn stalks plugging in gatherer

throat opening.

Remove ear savers and center shield ex-

tensions. —

COBS AND
FOREIGN
MATERIAL IN

GRAIN TANK

Moisture content of corn too high.

Insufficient air blast from cleaning

fan.

Check moisture content of corn before

harvesting.

Increase fan speed to obtain sufficient

air blast. Lower front of sieve. Keep

sieve clear of pieces of cob and

other obstructions.

—
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HYDRAULIC CYLINDER SAFETY STOP

A CAUTION: When working under the corn head
always place the hydraulic cylinder safety stop

in safety position.

Safety Position—Illustrated on 4400 Combine

To place hydraulic cylinder safety stop in safety

position first extend hydraulic cylinders. Disconnect

support chain from safety stop and position safety

stop on piston rod. After completing the work on the

corn head, attach safety stop to support chain for

storage.

TIMING STALK ROLLS

When gear case is removed from row unit for ser-

vice, check to be sure the holes in the end of the stalk

roll shafts are timed 90 degrees apart as shown
above. The stalk roll flutes will then be timed when
assembled back on the stalk roll shafts.

L
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A handy tool can be made for timing the stalk rolls

correctly.

CENTER SHIELD LATCHES

CENTER
SHIELD
LATCHES

W 20299

Center shield latches are slotted. To adjust, open

latches and loosen hex. nut on carriage bolt that at-

taches latch to pivot. Adjust latches so center shield

is held down tight when latches are closed.

GATHERER CHAINS

Replacing and Repairing Gatherer Chain

If gatherer chain breaks, roller links, offset links,

flight links, and riveted connectors are available from

your John Deere dealer to repair the chain. Use only

the riveted-type connector when repairing chain.

If the gatherer chain is badly worn, replace with a

new chain.

Gatherer chains can be removed for servicing

parts of the gathering mechanism without discon-

necting the chain as described in next column.

Removing Gatherer Chain

To relieve gatherer chain tension, turn nut “B” until

it is against the leg of the idler support strap. Loosen

bolt "A” until it is out of idler support bracket. Re-

move bolts “C.” This will allow idler sprocket to move

back so gatherer chain can be removed.

After servicing gatherer chain, reverse the above

procedure to install chain. Adjust chain to proper ten-

sion as explained below.

A CAUTION: Never service any part of the

mechanism or idler sprocket until you have nut

“B” loosened against the leg of the idler support

strap.

Adjusting Gatherer Chain Tension

To increase gatherer chain tension, loosen nut "A”

and tighten bolt “B.” To prevent chain from running

off idler sprocket maintain a 3 / 16-inch space be-

tween the spacer tube and washer as illustrated. The

3 / 16-inch space between the spacer tube and washer

will allow the idler sprocket to move back if an ob-

struction is encountered.
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CROSS AUGER Adjusting Cross Auger Drive Chain

A high capacity cross auger directs the flow of

material into the feeder house. Two rubber paddles
are attached to the center of the cross auger to assist

the flow of material into the feeder house. When the

rubber paddles become worn, replace them with new
paddles.

DRIVE CHAINS
Drive chains should be just tight enough so they do

not slap or climb sprockets.

Tighteners can be adjusted to compensate for

chain wear and stretch.

When removing chain links from roller chains, be
sure to reassemble chain with the closed end of

spring clip in the direction the chain will travel.

A CAUTION: When making adjustments under
corn head, always shut combine engine off and

lower cylinder safety stop before making the adjust-

ment. See page 26.

Adjusting Main Drive Chain On 55, 95
and 105 Combines

Raise the corn head and lower the cylinder safety

stop. See page 26. Adjust cross auger drive chain by

loosening the nut and adjusting the tightener roller for

the proper chain tension.

Adjusting Row Unit Drive Chain

N 20365 SLOT

On a 443, 444, 643, 644, 645, and 843 Corn Head,
remove the shield covering row unit drive chain on
both left-hand and right-hand sides of corn head. To
remove shield, first remove shipping bolt and clip.

Push down on top of shield until the shield springs out

of the attaching slots. Adjust chain tension with tigh-

tener sprocket so chain is just tight enough to run

without climbing or jumping sprockets. Too tight a

chain will cause undue chain wear. Reinstall shield.

NOTE: The shipping bolt and clip do not have to be
reinstalled . The bolt and clip were installed at the fac-

tory for shipping purposes only.

Adjust main drive chain by moving tightener
sprocket on combine.
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ADJUSTING TRASH KNIVES

Loosen knife attaching bolts and adjust each knife

to within 1/16 inch of the highest flute on the stalk

roll. Tighten bolts to 85 ft-lbs torque.

(

SUP CLUTCHES

All slip clutches are properly adjusted at the facto-

ry. The only time slip clutches will require adjusting is

when they are disassembled for service. When cor-

rectly adjusted, the length of the row unit slip clutch

spring should be 2-13/16 inches.

The cross auger drive slip clutch requires no ad-

justment.

IMPORTANT: Do not tighten nuts to the point

where the clutch will not slip. Make sure the locking

nut is set tight (55 ft-lbs torque) against the adjusting

nut, on all four slip clutch bolts.



Removing Corn Head
HYDRAULIC CYLINDER SAFETY STOP

A CAUTION: When working under the corn head
always place the hydraulic cylinder safety stop

in safety position.

Safety Position—Illustrated on 4400 Combine

Raise the corn head and lower the hydraulic cylin-
der safety stop on the combine. Shut off combine en-
gine.

REMOVING CORN HEAD FROM
FEEDER HOUSE

Remove the attaching bolt from the left and right-
hand side of the feeder house and corn head.

344 Corn Head Illustrated

Slide coupler back and remove coupler attaching
chain.

NOTE: On 443, 444, 642, 643, 644, 645, 842 and
843 Corn Heads, raise transverse drive and coupler
shields on both sides of corn head for easy access to
couplers. See page 43 for illustration of shields.

Hook up the combine cylinder safety stop as shown
on page 26. Start the combine engine and lower the
corn head to the surface.

Back the combine away from the corn head.

PREPARING COMBINE FOR SMALL
GRAIN

If the combine is to be used to harvest small grain
before the next corn harvesting season, some
changes will have to be made on the combine. Some
of the changes made for corn will not effect handling
of most small grains. The drive wheel tread need not
be changed for most crops.

On the 55, 95, and 105 Combines, the protective
shields for the fan and lower end of the transmission
drive belt and the stone trap can be left on the com-
bine.

On the 3300, 4400, 6600, and 7700 Combines, the
wheel weights, cleaning fan shield, stubble shield,
cylinder filler plates, and engine trash screen can be
left on the combine.
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55, 95 and 105 Combines

Finger Grate Extension

On combines equipped with finger grate extension,

move the reinforcing bar down to the base of the fin-

gers.

Fishbacks

Install the fishbacks on the straw walkers on the

third step from the rear on the five-step walkers.

Grain Auger Tubes and Elevator Doors

If perforated tubes were installed over the clean

grain and tailings augers and on the elevator bottom

doors for harvesting corn, replace them with regular

tubes and doors.

Beater and Cylinder Sprockets

Install sprockets on beater and cylinder shafts that

will give the cylinder speed that is best for the crop to

be harvested. See combine operator s manual.

Cylinder Filler Plates

If a cylinder speed exceeding 604 rpm is to be used

for combining small grain, remove cylinder filler

plates (if they were installed for harvesting corn).

Cylinder To Concave Spacing

Adjust the cylinder-to-concave spacing for the

crop to be harvested. See your combine operator s

manual.

Quik-Disconnect Coupler

(55 Combine Serial No. 83001 and up, 95 Combine

Serial No. 35001 and up, and 105 Combine Serial No.

10001 and up)

If combine is equipped with a hydraulic lift or vari-

able speed reel attachment, it may be desirable to in-

stall quik-disconnect couplers on hydraulic hoses.

See your hydraulic lift reel and variable speed reel

attachment operator’s manual for installation of cou-

plers.

Auxiliary Chaffer

If the auxiliary chaffer was removed, replace it to

prevent overloading the front end of the adjustable

chaffer and plugging the shoe sieve.

Special Chaffer

If ^e 1-5/8-inch adjustable, deep-tooth chaffer

was used in the combine for harvesting corn, replace

it with the regular adjustable chaffer or a special

chaffer for the crop to be combined. If the 1-5/8-inch

adjustable, regular-tooth chaffer was used, it may be

left in the combine for small grain and soybean har-

vest.

Special ScourKleen Screen

If the special ScourKleen screen for corn was

used, replace it with a screen suitable for the crop to

be combined.

Grain Conveyor Inserts

If the special grain conveyor inserts for corn were

used on the 105 Combine, replace them with either

the solid inserts or the special inserts suitable for the

crop to be harvested.

Lock-Out Studs

Remove the lock-out studs from the electric clutch.

For combines Serial No. 55-69001 through 55-73050,

which are equipped with electric clutches, leave new

rotor and clutch plate on the combine.

Curtain Behind Beater

If a second curtain was installed for combining

corn, remove it from combine before combining small

grain.
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4400, 6600 and 7700 Combines

Variable Speed Feeder House Drive

Before attaching the platform to the feeder house,
reposition the stop block to maintain correct platform
speeds.

To reposition the stop block, first start the combine
engine and engage the separator throw-out lever.

Pull the variable speed feeder house control to the
rear until the hydraulic cylinder is completely retract-
ed and the bottom variable speed sheave is closed.
Disengage separator and shut off combine engine.

Remove the stop block from the corn storage posi-
tion. Install the stop block in the hydraulic cylinder
stop position as shown above.

Start combine engine and engage separator.

Push the variable speed feeder house control for-

ward until the cylinder linkage is against the stop.
Disengage the separator and shut off the combine
engine.

Fixed-Chain Feeder House Drive on 3300 and 4400
Combines

Before attaching the platform to the feeder house,
be sure that the correct sprocket is on the feeder
house powershaft to maintain correct platform and
feeder conveyor speeds. Use the 29-tooth sprocket
on the powershaft.

IMPORTANT: Never alter feeder house speeds
when combining small grain. Increased speeds in

small grain will cause serious damage to the sickle
drive.

To change sprockets, loosen nut “A” and position
sprocket assembly so a 5-5/8-inch dimension exists
between the side of the feeder house and the inside
edge of sprocket "B.” Tighten nut “A.”

IMPORTANT: After attaching chain to sprockets,
check to be sure that the drive is aligned. If drive is

not aligned, damage can occur.

Feeder House Conveyor Float

Adjust the conveyor chain so a 1 /8-inch space ex-
ists between the slats and the feeder house bottom
directly under the feeder drum.
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If the slats touch the feeder house bottom, loosen

nuts “A” and “B” (on both sides) and nut “C” (both

sides on long feeder house; left-hand side regular

feeder house) and tighten nut “D.” When slats are

1/8 inch from the feeder house bottom, tighten nuts

“A,” “B,” and “C.”

Straw Chopper

The straw chopper on your combine should have

been removed before handling corn, so it must be

replaced. See your straw chopper operator’s manual

for complete instructions on the adjustments that

should be made.

Perforated Parts

If the auger connections, elevator bottom doors,

and feeder house bottom insert were installed for

harvesting corn, replace them with the auger connec-

tions, doors, and bottom insert.

Cutting Platform

Install the cutting platform on the combine as in-

structed in your combine operator’s manual.

Cylinder-to-Concave Spacing

Adjust the cylinder-to-concave spacing for the

crop to be harvested. See your combine operators

manual.

Operating Speeds and Settings

Refer to your combine operator’s manual and

make the necessary adjustments as outlined in the

“Operating Speeds and Settings” section.



Storage

When corn harvesting is finished, the corn head
should be stored in a clean dry place until the next
season. Follow the suggestions below to be sure your
corn head is ready to go when the next season starts.

1. Clean the corn head thoroughly inside and out.
Dirt and trash will hold moisture and rust parts.

2. Lubricate the corn head completely. See page

3. Paint parts from which paint is worn. Genuine
John Deere green paint in an aerosol can (part num-
ber PT60), can be obtained from your dealer.

4. Inspect the corn head for any worn or broken
parts that need replacing and order them early. Yoirr
John Deere dealer can give you better service during
the off-season, and the parts can be installed at a
time when the corn head is not needed. In this way,
there will be no delays during the harvesting season.
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Installing Corn Head
PREPARING 55, 95, AND 105 COMBINES FOR CORN

y

Before installing the corn head on a combine that

has been used in small grain, some changes must be

made for harvesting corn.

Cutting Platform

Remove combine cutting platform.

Beater and Cylinder Sprockets

Depending on the combine, and the speed at which

you want to operate the combine cylinder, it may be

necessary to install a different sprocket on the beater

and cylinder shafts. See your combine operator s

manual for information.

Stone Trap

A stone trap is required for use with the corn head.

Install the stone trap on the combine before mounting

the feeder house. Instructions are furnished with the

stone trap.

Concave

Inspect and, if necessary, hammer down the con-

cave bar spacers so they rest on the tie bolts. Be sure

the tie bolts are tightened securely.

All the rods should be installed in the concave to

provide full use of the cylinder and concave when

harvesting corn.

Concave-To-Cylinder Spacing

Set combine concave-to-cylinder spacing at 1-1/4

inches at front and 5/8 inch at rear. See instructions

in combine operator’s manual.

Finger Grate Extension

If the combine is equipped with a finger grate ex-

tension, move the reinforcing bar as close to the bend

in the fingers as possible. This will tie the fingers to-

gether and reduce the shock load on the individual

fingers.

When preparing the combine for corn for the first

time, this reinforcing bar must be attached to the fin-

gers as explained above.
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Cylinder Filler Plates

It is recommended that cylinder filler plates be in-

stalled on the cylinder of the combine. The filler

plates increase the efficiency of the combine cylinder
by keeping ears from feeding between the rasp bars
of the cylinder without being shelled.

IMPORTANT: Do not install filler plates if operating
with a cylinder speed above 604 rpm.

Straw Walker Fishbacks

Remove the fishbacks from the straw walkers to
prevent the possibility of damage from corn cobs.

Lip-Type Straw Walkers

Five-step lip-type straw walkers are recommended
for use in the combine when harvesting corn.

In some conditions, cobs have a tendency to plug
the rectangular openings in standard straw walkers.
This reduces the capacity of walkers and interferes
with normal, steady movement of cobs and trash
through the separator.

Curtain Behind the Beater

Holes are provided in the separator sides for instal-
lation of curtains over the straw walkers. Install a
second curtain in the center position as shown above.
This second curtain will deflect more of the threshed
grain down and prevent loss over the straw walkers.
A second curtain is recommended when harvesting
early, high-moisture corn.

Chaffer For Corn

It is strongly recommended that the combine be
equipped with the 1-5/8-inch adjustable, deep-tooth,
wide-spaced chaffer. This chaffer has more capacity
than any other chaffer available. It has 1-1/4 inch
throat openings between the fingers and 1-5/8-inch
spacing of the vanes. This chaffer is also very effec-
tive in combining corn on side hills. The large open-
ings allow corn to drop through before it has a chance
to drift to the side of the chaffer.

N 11452
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Chaffer Replacement

The rear of the chaffer is secured to the shoe by

two height adjusting bolts at both sides. The front of

the chaffer slides under the grain conveyor and is not

bolted in position.

To remove chaffer, remove four bolts securing rear

of chaffer extension and chaffer to shoe sides. Re-

move adjustable chaffer lips adjusting rod, and pull

chaffer with extension from separator.

To install chaffer, attach tailings finger bar or chaf-

fer extension to chaffer and insert chaffer in combine.

When installing chaffer, be sure front end slides

under grain conveyor. Secure rear of chaffer to shoe

with four height adjusting bolts.

Auxiliary Chaffer (Solid-Scalper Type)

The solid-scalper type auxiliary chaffer should be

installed to obtain maximum chaffer efficiency. How-

ever, in some extreme high moisture conditions, it

may be necessary to remove the auxiliary chaffer to

prevent build-up of material at rear of grain conveyor.

Straw Chopper

If combine is equipped with a straw chopper, re-

move it to avoid damage to the straw chopper bottom

sheet.

Cleaning Fan Shield

It is recommended that cleaning fan housing

shields be installed on the combine. These shields

prevent damage to the cleaning fan housing caused

by stalks flipped back by the corn head.

Quik-Disconnect Coupler

(For 55 Combine Serial No. 83001 and

up, 95 Combine Serial No. 35001 and

up, and 105 Combine Serial No. 10001

and up)

If combine is equipped with a hydraulic lift reel or

variable speed reel attachment, remove hoses from

the control valve linkage lines.

Remove couplers from hoses and install on the

linkage lines from valve utilizing the reducers fur-

nished with the lift reel and variable speed reel at-

tachments. Install protective caps on couplers as

shown.
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Electric Clutch Lock-Out Studs

On 55 Combines Serial No. 73051 to 78001, 95
Combines Serial No. 20001 to 29001, and 105 Com-
bines Serial No. 3001 to 7001, equipped with electro-
magnetic throw-out clutch, install lock-out studs in

the clutch.

Lock-out studs keep the clutch from slipping when
picking in heavy yielding corn.

On 55 Combines Serial No. 69001 thru 73050, re-
place the rotor and clutch plate with a new rotor and
plate. Install lock-out studs in clutch.

Refer to your combine operator’s manual for addi-
tional information on the electromagnetic throw-out
clutch.

Wheel Weights

Steering wheel weights are required when using
some corn heads on certain combines. See Pages 12
and 13 for requirements.

Wheel weights maintain better stability when a
corn head is used on a combine.

Front Wheel Spacing

Position front wheels to provide wheel tread best
suited to row spacing of corn to be harvested.

PREPARING 3300, 4400, 6600, AND
7700 COMBINES FOR CORN

If the combine has been used for harvesting small
grain, some changes must be made for harvesting
corn before installing the corn head on the feeder
house.

Cutting Platform

Remove combine cutting platform hydrostatic reel

drive.

IMPORTANT: When the hoses are disconnected
from the oil lines to the motor, be sure to connect the
pressure line to the return line at the combine as
shown to assure a free flow of fluid to the reservoir.
Failure to provide for the return flow will result in con-
stant operation of the relief valve which will eventually
overheat and damage the hydraulic system.

Installing Stop Block on Variable-Belt-
Drive Feeder House

Before attaching the corn head to the feeder house,
reposition the stop block to maintain correct corn
head speeds.

To reposition the stop block, first start the combine
engine and engage the separator throw-out lever.

Pull the variable speed feeder house control to the
rear until the hydraulic cylinder is completely retract-
ed and the bottom variable speed sheave is closed.

Disengage separator and shut off engine.
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Remove the stop block from the hydraulic cylinder

stop position.

Install the stop block in the corn storage position

as shown.

Start combine engine and engage separator.

Push control forward until the cylinder linkage is

against the stop.

Disengage separator and shut off engine.

See page 32 for instructions on changing the

sprocket assembly for selected corn head drive

speeds.

Fixed-Chain Feeder House Drive for

3300 and 4400 Combines

Refer to page 16 of this manual for instructions on

corn head drive speeds for the fixed-chain feeder

house drive.

Conveyor “Float”

Adjust conveyor float so maximum space exists

between conveyor chain slats and the feeder house

bottom as shown above.

To obtain maximum space between conveyor chain

ilats and the feeder house bottom, loosen nuts ,

I ” and “K” and adjust nut “J." When maximum

space is obtained between slats and feeder house

-.nttnm tiahten nuts “H,” “I," and “G.
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Straw Chopper
Steering Wheel Weights

It is strongly recommended that the combine be
equipped with the 1-5/8-inch adjustable, deeptooth
wide-spaced chaffer. This chaffer has more capacity
than any other chaffer available. It has 1-1/4-inch
throat openings between the fingers and 1-5/8-inch
spacing of the vanes.

This chaffer is also very effective in combining coi
on side hills. The large openings in this chaffer alio
corn to drop through before it has a chance to drift t

the side of the chaffer.

Refer to page 19 and adjust the chaffer.

Front Wheel Spacing

Hub spacers are available to space wheels accur-
ately when combining row crops.

Position the front combine drive wheels to provide
the wheel tread best suited to the row spacing of the
corn to be harvested.

Rear steering wheel weights are required when
using the corn head on the combine. See pages 12
and 13 for requirements of steering wheel weights.
Wheel weights maintain better stability when a

corn head is used on a combine.

Stubble Shield

See your combine operator’s
information on wheel spacing.

manual for complete ha„ „ . .

•— r me ,uwer transmission
belt and sheave from damage by corn stalks being
ipped back. The stubble shield cannot be used with

fenders °n the combine. Installation instructions are

17 the StUbb 'e Shield ’ 11 is ^commended
that a stubble shield be used when harvesting corn
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Engine Trash Screen

It is recommended that an engine trash screen be

used when harvesting corn. Engine overheating is

kept to a minimum. The trash screen covers the

louvers on the front of the engine compartment. If

trash accumulates on the screen, air is still permitte

to flow around the screen and through the louvers.

Fan Bottom Protection Shield

It is recommended that the fan bottom protection

shield be installed on the combine. This shield pro-

tects the bottom of the cleaning fan housing against

damage from cornstalk stubble.

Electromagnetic Clutch

The combine can be equipped with an electromag-

netic clutch. The electromagnetic clutch permits the

separator to operate while the corn head drive is dis-

engaged at row ends.

See your John Deere dealer for complete informa-

tion on the electromagnetic clutch.

Cylinder Filler Plates

Install cylinder filler plates between the rasp bars

on the cylinder.

The filler plates increase the efficiency of the cylin-

der by keeping ears from feeding between the rasp

bars without being shelled. The filler plates also offer

a considerable amount of protection against stone

The filler plates help deflect stones away from the

cylinder-concave feed area. If the stones should en-

ter the cylinder area, the repelling action makes a

loud noise which warns the operator to stop the com-

bine separator.

The filler plates do not have to be removed when

harvesting small grain.

Perforated Elevator Doors and

Auger Connections

Perforated auger connections and elevator doors

can be installed in place of the regular connections

and doors. The perforated connections and doors

help to remove dirt and weed seeds from the shelle
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Perforated Feeder House
Bottom Insert

A perforated feeder house bottom insert can be
obtained to replace the solid insert in the bottom of
the feeder house. This insert is helpful in separating
dirt and weed seed from the feeder house.

Perforated Unloading Auger

A perforated uploading auger can be obtained to
replace the regular unloading auger. This auger is
helpful in reducing the amount of dirt and weed seed
from the shelled corn. A solid insert can be installed
to replace the perforated insert for harvesting small
grain.
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mounting corn head on combine

COUPLER AND COUPLER
TRANSVERSE
DRIVE SHIELD

N 20560

Before mounting the corn head on the combine,

install the coupler on feeder house powershaft as

shown.

NOTE The corn head is shipped with one coupler.

For 443 444, 642, 643, 644, 645, 842, and 843 Corn

Heads which require two drive couplers, use coupler

shipped with feeder house.

On 443. 444, 642, 643. 644, 645. 842, and 843

Corn Heads, remove and discard bolt from t e cou-

piTattd transverse shields on both sides of the corn

head and position shields up as shown above. This

will prevent damage to the shields when the combine

is driven forward.

Start the combine engine and lower the feeder

house enough so the attaching blocks will pass under

the corn head main frame tube.

Drive the combine forward until the attaching

ocks are under the main frame tube and the feeder

juse is against the corn head frame. Using the

aight control lever on the combine, raise the feeder

Duse and corn head as high as possible.

bine.

a CAUTION: Lower cylinder safety stop on com-

AL. bine as shown on page 26 before attempting to

net oil Otfarhino bolts or hooking up the couplers.

ATTACHING
BOLT

coupler

N 20368

Bolt the corn head and feeder house together with

three bolts.
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Slide the coupler sprocket against the transverse
drive sprocket with the teeth on the sprockets posi-
tioned directly across from one another as shown.

Install chain around sprockets as shown.

N 20369

COUPLER AND CHAIN

344 Corn Head Drive Illustrated

Slide the coupler housing back and let it snap over
the sprockets and chain. The coupler housing enclos-
es the sprockets and chain together as shown above.

Hook up the cylinder safety stop on combine and
lower the corn head to the surface.

On 443, 444, 642, 643, 644, 645, 842, and 843
Oorn Heads, lower the coupler and transverse drive
shields on both sides of the corn head.

A CAUTION: When machine is operating, makemm sure no one is standing near enough to com-
bine or corn head to touch any moving parts.

PREPARING CORN HEAD FOR USE
After corn head has been mounted on the combine,

check it carefully before starting in the field.

1 . Clean the corn head thoroughly, inside and out.

2. Clean all chains by washing them with a safe
solvent. Dry the chains and lubricate them with a light
oil. See page 21.

3. Check gear cases for adequate lubricant See
page 21.

4. Go over the corn head and tighten any loose
nuts and bolts. Make sure the drive chains are tight
enough to operate properly. Replace any worn or
broken parts.

w lino iiiaiiudl
(pages 4-19) and be sure the gatherers, deck plates
chain guides, and trash knives are adjusted properly.

’

4Np He's rn‘ 11
(SUyWATSAlP
SAFET/ was 1!
Strictly
tor us / Hi

6. Review the safety suggestions on page 20 be-
fore operating the corn head.
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Be careful when unloading the corn head. If un-

loading with a fork truck, the fork must be at least 5

feet long. For weights of corn heads, see page 50.

1 After corn head has been moved to area where

it is to be assembled, remove center gatherer points

and shields, outer gatherer points, and drive coupler.

3ut all wires and place parts out of way for later as-

sembly.

NOTE The corn head is shipped with only one drive

coupler. For 443, 444, 642, 643, 644, 645, 842 and

843 Corn Heads which require two drive couplers,

use drive coupler shipped with feeder house.

2. With the aid of an overhead hoist or something

similar, attach a heavy lifting chain to the shipping

channels as shown at left. Raise corn head just high

enough so skid uprights and clamps can be removed.

A CAUTION: Make sure that overhead hoist or

A lifting device used has adequate lift and load

capacity before removing corn head from skid. Be

sure to use an adequate lifting chain when removing

corn head.

3. Remove clamps and uprights that attach corn

N 20374
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N 20375

4. Position corn head skid under corn head frame
about haffway between 4 x 4’s as shown.

With corn head resting about halfway between 4 x
4 s, slowly lower the corn head forward to the sur-
face.

Remove shipping channels and lift chains from
corn head row units.

Refer to page 43 and 44 for instructions on mount-
ing corn head.

installing wheel shields
To facilitate installation of wheel shields, first

mount corn head on combine as shown on pages 43
and 44. Raise corn head as high as possible with
combine hydraulic lift.

344 Corn Head

four i /a. -j/x f
h d * outer 9atherer sheet with

four 1/4 x 3/4-inch spin lock screws, 9/32 x 1 x 060
inch flat washers, and nuts.

.

2
. !

nsert offset end of shl'eld support rod in cornhead frame and other support rod in wheel shield asshown above. Loosen clamp on shield support rods

clearanc

8* ^ 3deqUate combine drive wheel

642 and 842 Corn Heads

1. Remove the 1/4 x 3/4-inch spin lock screw in
the rear of corn head.

2. Lift shield so the three key-hole-slotted holes
are fitted over the 1 /8-inch pipe spacer. Slide shield
forward until it is locked into place.

3. Replace the 1/4 x 3/4-inch spin lock screw
removed in Step 1

.

4. Remove adjusting rod “A,” bolted to corn head
frame. Turn adjusting rod end for end and pin rod to
frame with spring locking pin “B” in the hole that rod
was previously bolted. Place eyebolt end of adjusting
rod on top of flange at bottom of wheel shield, align
1 1/32-inch hole and attach with a 5/16 x 1-inch cap
screw D and 5/16-inch self-locking nut “E.”
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installing inner and outer
gatherer points

1. Insert pivot assembly in hinge hole on outer

qatherer sheet.

2. Bolt gatherer point to outer gatherer sheet wit

7/16 x 1-1/2-inch carriage bolt, spacer, 15/32 x 1-

1 /8-inch flat washer and nut.

H20209

3.

(All except 642 and 842 Corn Heads Center

gatherer) Insert chain through outer gatherer shee

slot. Manually raise gatherer point so there .s a

straight line across outer gatherer sheet and gatherer

point Secure chain in slot with spring backing pm.

4 (642 and 842 Corn Heads Center Gatherer

Only) Remove 3/4-inch cap screw from end of strap

with 10 holes. Insert strap through slot in bulkhead.

Manually raise gatherer point so there is a straight

line across gatherer sheet and gatherer point. Slip

square slotted washer over strap and replace 3/4-

inch cap screw.

30-T00TH
SPROCKET

24-TOOTH

U20211

Loosen tightener sprocket, disconnect drive chain,

and interchange the 30-tooth sprocket on row unit

drive shaft with the 24-tooth sprocket on the trans-

verse drive shaft—both sides.

Reinstall drive chain and adjust chain and adjust

snsion with tightener sprocket.

On all corn heads except the 344, it will be neces-

;ary to remove the shield. To remove the shield, firs

emove shipping bolt and clip. Push down on top of

shield until the shield springs out of the attaching

slots. Reinstall shield after the chain is adjusted.

NOTE: The shipping bolt and clip do not have to be
. .. ; + of far.-

tory for shipping purposes only.

On the 344 Corn Head, it will only

swing wheel shield out of the way.

be necessary to
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INSTALLING CENTER GATHERER POINTS AND CENTER SHIELDS

To facilitate installation of center gatherer points
and center shields, first start combine engine and
raise corn head as high as possible with combine
hydraulic lift.

Review the operation section of this manual before
going to the field (pages 4-19) and make necessary
adjustments as indicated.

CAUTION: Lower cylinder safety stop on com-
bine as shown on page 26.

1. Insert center shield hinges into hinges on row
units as shown above.

2. Tip center shields down and attach center
shield latches to attaching points.

Carefully review the safety suggestions on page 20
before attempting to operate the corn head.

IMPORTANT: Before operating corn head in the
field, see page 14 and make sure that the row unit
drive sprockets are assembled on shafts in their cor-
rect location.

Refer to page 27 and adjust center shield latches.
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Specifications
JOHN DEERE COMBINE MODEL REQUIRED

—

344 55* ,95* ,105* ,4400,6600

443

”
'

.
95* ,105* ,4400,6600

444 95* ,105* ,4400,6600

642
’

.
95* ,105* ,6600

643 105* ,6600,7700

644

105* ,7700

645 105* ,7700

842 105* ,7700

843 . . .

7700

n

TYPE OF GATHERER CHAINS Heavy-duty 555

endless steel roller chain

(no master connecting link)

MINIMUM CLEARANCE BETWEEN
GATHERER CHAINS AND GROUND. 1-1/4 inches

DISTANCE GATHERER CHAINS
AHEAD OF STALK ROLLS 11 inches

GATHERER CHAIN ADJUSTMENT . Spring loaded-

self adjusting

* NOTE: These Corn Heads will only work on 55

Combine Serial No. 69001 and up, 95 Combine Serial

No. 20001 and up, and 105 Combine Serial No. 3001

and up.

NUMBER OF ROWS—
.... 3 Rows

.... 4 Rows

.... 4 Rows

.... 6 Rows

.... 6 Rows

.... 6 Rows

6 Rows

.... 8 Rows

.... 8 Rows

ROW WIDTH HANDLED

—

344 36, 38, and 40 inches

443 28, 30, and 32 inches

c/o

36, 38, and 40 inches

... 20 inches

CAQ 28 and 30 inches

C\AA . 36 and 38 inches

... 40 inches

0/0 ... 20 inches

Q/Q . 28 and 30 inches

GATHERER POINTS Low-profile floating

type, hinged above

gatherer chains

CENTER GATHERER SHIELDS Hinged,

quick-removeable

STALK ROLLS Spiral-pointed, flute-

type (2 per row unit)

LENGTH OF STALK ROLLS 21-7/8 inches

ROW UNIT DRIVE Enclosed gear box with

precision gears sub-

merged in lubricant;

driven by single input

hex. shaft

DECK PLATE ADJUSTMENT Bolt adjusted

SLIP CLUTCH One per row unit plus

cross auger drive

CONVEYOR FROM GATHERERS

TO FEEDER HOUSE Full width cross auger

TRASH KNIVES Full length one piece

heat-treated steel

TRASH KNIFE ADJUSTMENT Bolt adjusted

WHEEL SHIELDS Full length adjustable

type— (344, 642, and 842

corn heads only)

NUMBER OF GATHERER CHAINS PER

SNAPPING UNIT
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APPROXIMATE OVERALL
WIDTH FOR STORAGE-
344 10 feet 2 inches

443 10 feet 8 inches

444 13 feet 4 inches

643 15 feet 6 inches

642 11 feet 4 inches

644 18 feet 10 inches

645 19 feet 8 inches

842 15 feet

843 20 feet 8 inches

APPROXIMATE SHIPPING WEIGHT
OF CORN HEAD-
344 1950 lbs.

443 2360 lbs. —

^

444 2525 lbs.

642 3020 lbs.

643 3410 lbs.

644 3975 lbs.

645 4190 lbs.

842 4080 lbs.

843 4715 lbs.

APPROXIMATE OVERALL LENGTH
FOR STORAGE—ALL CORN HEADS 10 FEET

ATTACHMENTS FOR COMBINE .. CORN-COB MIX

NOTE: For other attachments available for the

combine, see your John Deere dealer.

(Specifications and design subject to change without notice.)

SERIAL NUMBER

The serial number is located on the right-hand side

of the corn head, attached to the front of bulk head
frame as shown at right.

Model Number

Serial Number

Date Purchased

(To be filled in by Purchaser)

SERIAL
NUMBER
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Ground speed

I

Installing center shield . . .

Installing corn head

Intermediate feeder house

. . . . 9

. . . 28

. . 14

15-16

. 7

41

. . 15-16

4

31,36,41

. . 31,36

. . 12-13

. . 6

7,27

. . 8

. . 9

. .7

. . 6

. . 21

. . . 4

...7
35-44

. . . 15

L

Lubrication

M
Machine adjustments

Main drive chain

o
Operation

. 21

. . 4

. 28

4-19



52 Index

P
Perforated auger connection and

elevator bottom doors
Preparing combine for corn
Preparing corn head for use
Primary countershaft speed, 3300, 4400,
6600 and 7700 Combines

Page

. . . 41

35,38

45-48

. . 17

R
Removing corn head
Row spacing

Row unit drive chain

Row unit drive sprockets

30-33

. . 10

. . 28

. . 14

Specifications

Stalk rolls

Starting in the field

Stone trap

Storage

Straw chopper
Straw walkers

Suggested combine settings for combining

Page

49-50

8

4

35

34

33
36

corn . . 18

Timing stalk rolls

Trash knives . . .

Trouble shooting

. . 26

8,29

22-25

s
Safety suggestions

Serial number
Service

Slip clutches

Special ScourKleen screen

. . . 20

. . . 50

26-29

. . . 11

. . 31

V
Variable-belt-drive feeder house

W
Wheel shields

Wheel weights
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SERVICE LITERATURE AVAILABLE...

TECHNICAL MANUAL

r°iT
ne

:,

S

,:
h° Wan

J
*° have m0re knowled9e of their machine than is explained in the operator’s manual, a de-

tailed, well-illustrated technical manual may be ordered.

The technical manual is a concise service guide for a specific ma-
chine.

A partial list of contents includes:

• Specifications and Wear Tolerances

• Diagnosis and Adjustments

• Exploded Illustrations

• Photographs of Special Assembly and Disassembly Procedures

• ^Hydraulic System Oil Flows

• Wiring Diagrams

FOS MANUALS
If you would like to learn the basic fundamentals of service, special FUNDAMENTALS OF SERVICE fFn<?\ man
“ fW °< Engines. Hydraulic Systems, Power ifains Lc'rfcal

‘ ’ *

Systems aria others arp coveredv
*

These manuals are applicable to most types and makes of machinery. Each manual starts withbasic theory: covers operation, diagnosis, arresting; offers glossaries of terms and symbolsand is illustrated with plenty of colorful diagrams.
’

To order these publications, fill out the form below and mail it with payment to the address given

an^CanadT
adeqUat® tim® f° r P°Stal ServiCe ’ Prices include P°sta9e. handling, and taxes to anywhere in U.S.A.

r
To: John Deere Service Publications, John Deere Road, Moline III 61265
Please send me the following ....

j

Title
Order

No. Quantity Price Each Total Amount 1

|
Technical Manual - 40 Series

1 Corn Head Gear Case TM-1027B $ 1.35
,
FOS Manual - Hydraulics FOS-10B 5.00

1
FOS Manual - Electrical Systems FOS-20B 6.00

!
FOS Manual - Engines FOS-30B 6.50

1

1

FOS Manual - Power Trains FOS-40B 5.00
1

Set of Four FOS Manuals (Above) FOS-90 Set 19.95
!
FOS Manual - Air Conditioning FOS-57B 3.60

Name,

Town_

Address

State -Zip

I

Prices subject to change after Dec. 31
, 1971



WORLDWIDE SYMBOLS FOR OPERATOR CONTROLS

Symbols instead of words; that’s what John Deere is using to promote worldwide identification

of operator controls. Once standardized, they give a quick, positive message anywhere in the

world - without translation. Study the symbols below and learn to recognize them at a glance.

TRANSMISSION
OIL PRESSURE

TRANSMISSION
OIL TEMPERATURE

TRANSMISSION
OIL FILTER ENGINE OIL PRESSURE ENGINE R P M

WATER TEMPERATURE PRESSURIZED-OPEN SLOWLY

0
AMMETER OR

GENERATOR LIGHT

o®#
0
FUEL

S3
FUEL SHUTOFF

(FAST)

(SLOW)

SPEED RANGE

in:
\ /

NEUTRAL

0

\«

HAND BRAKE

|D ID
(BRIGHT) (DIM)

I© /Q
(PARK) (WORK LIGHT)

LIGHTS ALL MECHANISMS GROUND SPEED

ife
Aam*

PLATFORM REEL SPEED REEL HEIGHT PLATFORM HEIGHT

4-*

CYLINDER SPEED CONCAVE ADJUSTMENT HOURS
GREASE

FREQUENCY

FAN

J&
[ 50 0

OIL
TYPE AND FREQUENCY

X-2172



We're here today, here tomorrow.

Only a few minutes away from you.

With a ready supply of parts, skilled service

know-how, and just-right finance plans.

With John Deere Dealers

service is a profession... not a sideline.

o in U.S.A


